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So How Did YOUR Garden Grow?
I think it’s probably a good thing that Linda Anderson and Deborah Pelli,
who have so diligently shepherded this newsletter from creation to distribution
for years now, did not see MY garden this year. In an earlier issue I bemoaned
the seven inches of rain that had waterlogged my little 4 x 8 foot raised bed. As
the season progressed, my squash produced huge quantities of blooms — all of
which were male, meaning no female flowers to be fertilized for actual fruit
production. My Kentucky Wonder pole beans, while fairly productive, developed
rust and are now covered with what looks like some sort of powdery mildew.
Whatever cukes I planted (I don’t remember the variety, but I wish I did so I
could avoid it in the future!) yielded long, hideously prickly fruits that couldn’t be
handled without gloves . . . and in one case, created an almost perfect spiral‐
shaped cucumber. Interesting for photography, not so interesting as food.
My tomatoes grew. And grew. And grew. They topped out at 8 feet (the
height of my stakes) before growing still more and tipping over since they had no
more support. I had hundreds and hundreds of cherry tomatoes. I also had the
pleasure of standing in the kitchen doing dishes while watching four and five
birds at a time fighting over those tomatoes. The other tomato plant clearly had
more nitrogen than it needed and not enough of something else; total yield from
that plant was about 8 tomatoes, each slightly larger than a regular Roma.
So . . . if being the producer of this newsletter were contingent upon my
own personal gardening success, I’d be stripped of the post immediately (and
possibly sent to bed without supper, too). Fortunately, in this position, I’m able
to invoke the “do as I say, not as I do” rule. I promise you that the information we
share with you in this publication is research‐based, and I promise you that we’ll
never steer you wrong, at least not knowingly! And, as an added bonus, I promise
that I won’t come garden in your community garden!
Linda Brandon
EMGV
At Cooperative Extension, we’re all about information and education . . . trying to get the most
research‐based horticulture information into the hands of the most people in the most effective ways.
One large part of that outreach involves our Extension Master Gardener Volunteer program. You’ll find
a LOT of information about the EMGVs in this issue, including a message from Hanna Smith, our Horti‐
culture Agent and EMGV “boss,” as well as the EMGV brochure and application form. (See, we really are
trying to make these things readily accessible!) A quick apology: Because the brochure was created in
“landscape” mode — and this newsletter is in “portrait” mode — you’ll notice that the brochure pages
appear sideways. I suppose you’ll either have to crane your neck at odd angles to read the brochure, or
perhaps print out those two pages for easy reading. If we made them fit any other way, the text would
be too small to read. If you just can’t manage to read the brochure, call Crystal Mercer at 336‐641‐2414
and request your own copy! Thanks for your understanding!

Becoming a Master Gardener
Hanna Smith
Horticulture Agent
Do you enjoy plants? Do you love learning about how they grow, or maybe you would like to but
don’t really know where to start? The Extension Master Gardener Volunteer (EMGV) program in Guilford
County is now accepting applications for the upcoming 2018 intern class!
To help you decide if you should apply to be an EMGV, ask yourself these questions: Do I want to
learn more about the culture and maintenance of many types of plants? Am I eager to participate in a practi‐
cal and intense training program? Do I look forward to sharing my knowledge with people in my community?
Do I have enough time to commit to attending training and to completing the volunteer service? If you an‐
swered yes to these questions, then the EMGV program might be right for you.
The EMGV program was begun to provide intense training and education to volunteers so that they
can guide homeowners in making sound horticulture decisions by using research‐based information. This
internationally recognized volunteer program has been building strength since its inception, and in 1979
made its way to North Carolina. The EMGV program in Guilford County began in 1985, and has since then
reached thousands of community members through various outreach programs. In 2016 alone the EMGVs of
Guilford County volunteered almost 12,000 hours!
To begin the program, the first year is considered an “intern” year with a bit more stringent require‐
ments. Classes are held every Wednesday morning from January through the end of April, which will give
participants the opportunity to reach their 45 hours of educational requirements. Topics for the weekly
classes include botany, soil science, diseases, insects, landscape design, and more! On top of the education
requirements, 50 hours of volunteer service are required the first year in specific approved areas. Upon com‐
pletion of the first year’s requirements, interns then become certified EMGVs and will be required to get 10
hours of continuing education and 30 hours of volunteer service each year thereafter to maintain certifica‐
tion.
So where do EMGVs spend their volunteer hours? Well, in many different areas, actually. We have
several different committees and events that volunteers can get involved in, and it all depends on what you
feel like you can contribute best to. Join one committee and focus on that, or be like several of our other
volunteers and join a few committees. Do you love teaching and public speaking? Our Speakers Bureau does
PowerPoint presentations for various groups and even has a few series of classes where they will do presen‐
tations at libraries and other public venues during the spring and fall. If working outside is more what you’re
looking for, the Legacy Demonstration Garden at the Extension Office houses several different plant collec‐
tions, so if you have an affinity for something such as roses, vegetables, or pollinator plants, we can get you
plugged in there. Some other committees include Community Garden Outreach (this Newsletter is part of
that outreach), Public Events (which includes events such as Seed Exchange, Family Gardening Day, and Bee
Day), Youth, and our annual Passalong Plant Sale. This isn’t an inclusive list of all the things to get involved
with, but just an example of a few to give an idea that we have something for almost anyone. As the Horti‐
culture Agent, I get to work with EMGVs from all different walks of life, and one of the most favorite parts of
my job is getting to know volunteers and their strengths so that I can place them in an area where they really
excel. There is always room for ideas and growth, and we are always looking for what YOU can bring to the
table.
Still not sure if the EMGV program is right for you? Please feel free to contact me or the EMGV Vol‐
unteer Coordinator Crystal Mercer at 336‐641‐2400; we would be delighted to talk to you and answer any
questions you may have.
APPLICATIONS FOR 2018 ARE DUE BY SEPTEMBER 30, 2017.
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Note: The application that follows is SEVEN pages long. If you’re not interested in applying
to become an EMGV at this time, just skip over those pages; the newsletter WILL resume!
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Recipe Corner
Grandma Reichenbach’s Chili Sauce
from Linda Brandon, EMGV
Sweet, spicy, and tangy! We Southerners might call this chow‐chow, but to my Yankee grandmother, the
first of her Austrian family to be born in America, it’s Chili Sauce. This recipe, well over 100 years old now
(she was born in 1884), is a great way to preserve summer’s bounty, but you can also make it with canned
tomatoes and frozen, chopped onions and peppers with equally wonderful results. The recipe can be dou‐
bled or tripled easily; just keep the proportions balanced and things will work out fine. This stuff is superb
on hamburger steak, black‐eye peas, pinto beans, and (my favorite) macaroni & cheese. . . . and the fra‐
grance while it simmers is simply tantalizing. (Note that family recipes often assume the reader learned
how to make the dish at his or her mother’s side, so details are scant. I’ve added a few notes at the end.)
Ingredients:
24 tomatoes
6 green peppers
6 onions
1 cup sugar
4 tsp. salt
3 c. vinegar
2 tsp. cinnamon
2 tsp. cloves

Directions:
Put spices in bag. Add vinegar just before bottling. Cook 3 hours.
Modern, Expanded Directions:
The “bag” for the spices can be the cut‐off toe of a new pair of pantyhose; I
find cheesecloth is almost too porous. A food processor is a great help to get
the veggies reduced to fairly uniform simmering size. You’ll likely simmer the
concoction for well over 3 hours, because you want it really thick (stir fre‐
quently, watching for scorching, as it simmers); that way, when you add the
vinegar right before doing standard hot‐water bath canning, it won’t become
too thin and watery. Enjoy the fruits of your labors all year long!

SHARE THE HARVEST
Share the Harvest wants to thank all of you who have donated your excess pro‐
duce this season. Volunteers collect, weigh, sort and distribute fresh produce
from the Interactive Resource Center every Monday and Thursday morn‐
ing. Agencies which have a food pantry or who prepare a meal for the hungry
choose what they need. The variety this season has been amazing: cucumbers,
squash, tomatoes, green beans, Crowder peas, cantaloupes, okra, eggplant,
etc. You have been growing some beautiful vegetables.
Note: if you have been taking your donation to the Ag Center,
please note the following:
The NC Cooperative Extension has a new refrigerator in the catering kitchen.
When you bring produce for "Share the Harvest," please make sure you weigh
them and sign the donation sheet located at the front desk. The fridge has a
"Share the Harvest" sign attached to the bottom right door for your donation.
The Share the Harvest volunteers will be at the IRC through the end of October so
if your fall garden is bountiful, please consider donating some of your bounty to
the county!
Linda Anderson and Deborah Pelli, STH Volunteers
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(locations and other info on next page)
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Growing through the winter ‐ Onions and Garlic
Nikki Christakos, EMGV
The longest days of summer are behind us and the cool season crops are being planted in the gar‐
den this August, which means it’s time to consider planting vegetables that can overwinter. These are
vegetables that can be planted in the fall, left in the garden through the winter, and harvested in the
spring which means no more looking longingly out at the garden this winter wishing that something was
growing! Onions and garlic are the winter vegetables of choice in North Carolina’s Piedmont for the garden
and the good cook’s kitchen. Not only are these vegetables good for the immune system, but they also add
flavor in the kitchen. The garden loves them because they repel insects and fungi and discourage other
predators from wreaking havoc.
Garlic can be planted from mid‐September through mid‐November for a harvest between 180 –
210 days later. Planting before winter thoroughly sets in ensures that the garlic has formed healthy roots
that can survive through winter and thrive when spring emerges. It is important to get garlic bulbs from a
local farmer rather than from the grocery store to ensure that they will grow well in the Piedmont. Plant‐
ing should be done 4 inches deep and 6 inches apart in soil that is moist not too wet and then mulch heav‐
ily to protect the bulbs. Garlic needs a minimum of 40 days below 40 degrees for the cloves to split and it
needs ample amounts of sun in the spring to ensure it grows to its fullest potential. Once the leaves start
to dry up and change color the garlic is ready to harvest. Harvest carefully by loosening the soil before pull‐
ing the garlic up then let it dry out completely before trimming the leaves off but do not leave it in the sun
because it will rush the process and shrivel them up. The bulb needs to take the last bit of moisture from
the roots and leaves as the final step to a fully harvested garlic bulb. This process can take 3 – 4 weeks so
be patient, after all what is a month considering they diligently survived in the garden through the long
winter months?
Onions are the other ideal crop for the winter gardener. Onions are especially gifted in surviving
the winter so the seeds can be planted starting in mid‐August all the way through mid‐April. However, the
best time to plant onions may be from mid‐September through the end of October. Onions can be har‐
vested 60 – 70 days after planting so multiple crops can be planted throughout the winter. Later in the
season bulbs should be used as transplants instead of directly from seeds, and season extenders should be
used in the later winter months. Onion seeds should be planted ½ inch deep and 1 inch apart and then
thinned to 3 – 4 inches apart. The pulled onions can be used as green onions since the bulb has not formed
yet. Onions are categorized by the amount of sun they need in three groups: long day, intermediate day,
and short day varieties. Short day varieties should be used during the winter, clearly because the days are
shorter. Onions do not like competition with weeds, but luckily they are one of a few vegetables and
weeds that survive the cold winter months so weeding will be minimal in the fall and spring for the crop.
Onions, like garlic, are known for their health benefits and value in the kitchen which makes them a con‐
vincing addition to any gardener’s garden throughout the growing seasons.
Overwintering vegetables like garlic and onions may be one of the most efficient uses of garden
space through the dark, short days of winter. Minimal maintenance for healthy vegetables that are resil‐
ient enough to survive the winter and flourish the coming spring make onions and garlic a phenomenon
that most people take for granted but that every winter gardener will truly appreciate. Happy planting!
Sources
Garlic – https://guilford.ces.ncsu.edu/2012/09/growing‐garlic/ https://polk.ces.ncsu.edu/?
page_id=155206
Onions – https://content.ces.ncsu.edu/bulb‐onions
https://pender.ces.ncsu.edu/2012/09/time‐to‐plant‐onions‐and‐garlic‐2/
https://chatham.ces.ncsu.edu/2014/10/time‐to‐plant‐onions‐and‐garlic‐3/
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Soil Testing
Nikki Christakos, EMGV
The most important step a gardener can take — before anything else! — is soil testing.
Not only will it help your vegetables and lawns grow well but has the potential to protect your
loved ones from possible health risks. Not knowing what is in your soil means you do not know
what is in your food. Soil can contain harmful metal elements such as lead and barium that can
leach into the food grown in that soil. Additionally, understanding the nutrients in your soil can
make it much easier to identify why your plant may be having problems. A soil test also provides
the pH of the soil which is crucial for understanding the soil’s macronutrients and micronutrients.
A pH that is too high prevents micronutrient availability, causing growth problems for plants and
grass — while if it is too low, then a plant can develop other issues. An optimal pH enables favor‐
able plant growth by promoting the activity of bacteria and microorganisms in the soil. Too much
of certain soil amendments can cause fertilizer burn, prevent access to micronutrients, or even
kill the plants. Too little of certain nutrients can result in yellowing of leaves, poor root growth,
lack of fruiting, or minimal growth. All of these factors solidify the importance of testing your soil.
To test the soil simply visit your local Cooperative Extension or the NCDA&CS Agronomic
Division in Raleigh and pick up a soil sample box and directions for collecting a sample. An excel‐
lent piece that details how to collect a sample can be found here: http://www.ncagr.gov/
agronomi/pdffiles/HomeApr2014.pdf All samples must be mailed to the NCDA&CS Agronomic
Division and should not be returned to your local Cooperative Extension. Results will not be sent
to you: you’ll need to go online (see the URL below) to look up your results in a week or two.
The best time to get a soil test is now. Now is the ideal time because soil tests are free
from April 1st ‐ November 30th and it is important to get the test in time to implement needed
soil amendments for the next planting season. Soil testing is available year round but there is a $4
per sample fee from December 1st ‐ March 31st due to the high volume of samples, which also
results in a longer wait time for sample results. Soil samples that are submitted from mid‐April
through October only have an average wait time of a few days. Once a soil sample has been ana‐
lyzed the results will be available online at www.ncagr.gov/agronomi/ by clicking on “Find Your
Report (PALS)” in the right hand column.
Soil sample results will include how much phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium,
sodium, sulfur, manganese, copper and zinc are in the soil as well as the soil pH, humic matter,
and exchangeable acidity. Recommendations for the type and amount of fertilizer needed will
also be included. For help understanding soil test results, feel free to call your local Cooperative
Extension; an Extension Master Gardener Volunteer will be happy to talk you through your results
in depth.
Remember that soil testing should be repeated roughly every three years. KNOW BEFORE
YOU GROW!
Sources
http://www.ncagr.gov/agronomi/sthome.htm
http://www.ncagr.gov/agronomi/pdffiles/HomeApr2014.pdf
https://guilford.ces.ncsu.edu/2017/01/test‐your‐soil‐before‐adding‐lime/
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This project is a great way for kids to make a
(controlled) mess while helping their feathered friends through
the winter. Simply collect nice pine cones during the year.
Wrap a string around one end of the pinecone for hanging. As cold weather arrives, help your kids smear
peanut butter all over the pine cone, then roll it in birdseed. The seed will, of course, stick to the peanut
butter, making a nutritious, if messy, treat for the birds. Hang as many as you like from low‐hanging
branches of the trees in your yard, and enjoy the show!

Mark your calendars for the upcoming
Community Garden Outreach workshop
on Tuesday, October 17 at 6:00 PM at the Kath‐
leen Clay Edwards Branch Library:
"Pumping Up Your Community Garden."
This is a workshop for new and experienced community
gardeners. The following topics will be covered: winding
down for the season, planning for spring, suggestions of
what to grow, retaining volunteers, and additional funding
for your project. There will be opportunities for comparing
notes about your community gardens and asking questions.

Garden Reports
Guilford College UMC's small raised bed garden is continuing to see good production. So many cukes
from trellis! We used much of the
produce to provide workers with
snacks at our VBS last
month. Harvested the first sweet
corn July 17. Sprayed the pole
beans once which has kept Japa‐
nese beetles at bay. We've not seen
Mexican bean beetle yet, which in
the past has proved the more nu‐
merous. Two new things: part of
an Eagle Scout project from a
church member gave us three new
(8 by 4) raised beds, and we are
thankful for that. We are a Share
the Harvest drop site started this
season.
George Bowen
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Garden Reports continue on next page

Garden Reports
Refugee Community Garden at New Arrivals Institute and
Peace United Church of Christ
Our community garden is a collaborative effort between the New Arrivals Institute, a non‐profit that helps
newly arrived refugees, and Peace United Church of Christ. New Arrivals Institute is housed at the church,
and the garden is located on the front lawn of the church at 2714 W. Market St. The garden is maintained
by church volunteers, staff at the New Arrivals Institute, and refugee clients who are attending daily Eng‐
lish classes. Each day either a church volunteer or New Arrivals staff member takes a group out from one
of the English classes to plant, weed, harvest, water, etc. The vegetables are distributed to the clients who
have helped in the garden. Many of the refugees we serve were subsistence farmers in their country and
possess a lifetime of agricultural skills. They had to leave their land behind and are currently living in apart‐
ments with no access to land on which to grow food. The garden here not only provides fresh produce to
refugee clients, but also serves as a way for previous farmers to use their skills to grow food once again.
Right now, the garden is producing okra, tomatoes, yellow squash, zucchini, cucumbers, green beans, on‐
ions, carrots, basil, thyme, mint, and rosemary. Earlier this Spring there was an abundance of broccoli,
chard, cabbage, snow peas, mustard greens, beets, and turnips. The refugee community garden is made
possible by grants from the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro and the United Church of
Christ.
Larkin Carroll

Garden Reports continue on next page
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Garden Reports
World Relief’s garden is doing really well, although we are still in need of water installation. The storage
shed has been delivered to the property, water meter installed, and we are waiting for a landscaper to do
the trenching and a plumber to install the pipes and yard hydrants. Approximately 15 families are partici‐
pating in gardening this summer.
Sandy Paige, Preferred Communities Program Coordinator

I am attaching photos of both my Garden locations to show you a pictorial of our productivity. One of the gardens
is located at Mount Olive AME Zion Church and pastored by Willie Funderburg we've had a great season with
volunteers coming from North Carolina A&T and local community residences.

Walter Richmond

The Grove St Community Garden and Food Forest is going great. Through a grant from Greensboro Beau‐
tiful we were awarded funds which we used to build and erect 2 picnic tables and a grape pergola. We
have great gardeners this year and we're trying to grow as many flowers for pollinators as possible!
Amy Peddie
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EMGV Gardening Gala and Seminar —
September 21!
The 16h Annual Guilford County Extension Master Gardener Volunteer Association’s Garden‐
ing Gala and Seminar will take place Thursday, September 21, 2017, from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm.
Registrants should note that the seminar will be held at a different venue this year, the
Greensboro Realtors Association’s Oak Branch Conference and Event Center, 23 Oak Dr.,
Greensboro, NC 27407. This year’s timely theme, “Pollination Celebration!” will feature 3 key‐
note speakers: Jessica Walliser, renowned horticulturist, freelance writer, radio host, and au‐
thor of bestseller Good Bug, Bad Bug: Who’s Who, What They Do, and How to Manage Them
Organically; Mike Dunn, caterpillar enthusiast, nature photographer, and natural science edu‐
cator at the NC Botanical Garden in Chapel Hill; and Angel Hjarding, Director of Pollinator and
Wildlife Habitat Programs for the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, and creator of the Butter‐
fly Highway.
Registration for the public begins on July 1 and closes on September 1. Early registration is al‐
ways recommended as seating is limited. The $45 Gala fee includes breakfast, all three keynote
addresses, one breakout session of choice, catered lunch, shopping with vendors for plants and
garden‐related art, door prizes, and gift bags. Registration forms are available at the Coopera‐
tive Extension Center (3309 Burlington Rd, Greensboro, NC 27405), select garden centers, some
public libraries, or online at www.guilfordextension.com/events.
We hope to see you there! (The pictures below are from past Gala events.)
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Why are we making such a big deal out of crop rotation? Because it’s one of the most
important, and most often overlooked, ways to keep your garden healthy and productive!
Before this summer gardening season ends and you plant your fall crops, take a moment to either
photograph your current garden or make detailed notes of where each type of plant is located.
Next spring, before you put the first plant in the ground, refer to the handy illustration on the
previous pages to be certain you don’t plant the same type of crop in the same location once again. Yes,
it’s challenging to rotate crops in a small raised bed. One approach, if you’re friendly with your gardening
neighbors, is to do a joint crop rotation. Three of you can agree to devote three entire raised beds to one
kind of crop per bed instead of planting multiple veggie types in each of the beds. This spring, Joe can
grow tomatoes, Mike can grow squash and cukes, and Millie can grow, say, beans. That will eliminate try‐
ing to manage three different plant types in a 4’x 8’ bed, which admittedly becomes challenging.

Keep YOUR garden soil healthy and happy: Rotate those crops!
A request . . . from your Newsletter Editor and your Community
Garden Outreach Coordinators.
It should be clear now that this issue is all about getting people involved and in‐
formed, whether that happens through joining the Extension Master Gardener Vol‐
unteer training program or through attending our Garden Gala or any of the multi‐
tude of free, educational programs being presented at various venues.
We’d also like to see you get involved with this newsletter!
No, we’re not asking you to write for it — although, if you’re interested, please let
Linda Anderson (anderson7510@gmail.com) or Deborah Pelli (d.hpelli@gmail.com) know! — but we’d
LOVE to hear from you about what YOU would like to see in the 2018 issues of Garden Wise.
Do you want more in‐depth, fairly technical articles about soil, insects, diseases, or other issues? Crit‐
ter control? Problems encountered in a Community Garden that might not pop up in a home garden?
Something else entirely?
Or do you want more news about the other Community Gardens in Guilford County and what they’re
up to?
This is your chance to speak up and be heard! I promise we’ll listen to you; just send your ideas to
Linda or Deborah. Thank you!

And ONE more request . . .
from County Extension Director Karen C. Neill
On the next three pages you’ll find our annual Community Garden Survey. The information you
provide when you complete this survey is extremely valuable to Extension in planning for the coming year.
After all, this is Community Garden OUTREACH, so we’re reaching out to each of you for your input and
opinions. Please take a few minutes to print this survey and return it to Karen at the address shown on the
first page. Thank YOU!
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North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service
Guilford County Center
3309 Burlington Road, Greensboro, NC 27405
336-641-2404

North Carolina State University and North Carolina A&T State University commit
themselves to positive action to secure equal opportunity regardless of race, color,
creed, national origin, religion, sex, age, or disability. In addition, the two Universi‐
ties welcome all persons without regard to sexual orientation. North Carolina State
University, North Carolina A&T State University, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and local governments cooperating.
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